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"As a result of their experience with cerebro-spinal fever during 1915 at the 1st Eastern General Hospital, Captains Michael Foster and J. F. Gaskell have written an excellent practical account of the disease, its pathology, bacteriology, and management.... The book is excellently arranged, well written, and full of practical details that make it invaluable for the medical man and laboratory workers who have to deal with cases of cerebro-spinal fever. It may be most warmly recommended to their attention."—British Medical Journal

"The book is far from being a mere compilation; it contains the record of much original and valuable work and thought, and must be referred to by other investigators upon cerebro-spinal fever. The illustrations are excellent, and, what is more, fill a distinct want. To our knowledge no such full series of reproductions of the rashes of 'spotted fever' has hitherto been published."—The Cambridge Review
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